
GAL 0 

 

It is good to be back in the pulpit (especially after being away for two weeks).  It is (also) good because 

TODAY we will officially start (the much anticipated) book of Galatians.  So in preparation for that—let’s 

ask the Lord’s blessing on our time. 

PRAY 

For those of you who have been (here) for the previous two NT books we covered, you know that there is 

certain ACRONYMN that we use to break DOWN (and understand) their contents—and that ACRONYN is 

B.T.I. (Backstory, Theme, and Instruction).  Which means what we will be starting with this morning (and 

continuing with even into next week) is the… 

I. BACKSTORY (author, recipients, date, occasion) 

B1=  The author is Paul, an apostle whose apostolic entourage and contribution to the Jerusalem 

church in making doctrinal decisions for the rest of the churches could not be ignored or excluded. 

Support for Paul as author an apostle: (1:1) (6:11) 

Though not all those functioning as apostles were appointed directly by Jesus (e.g. Matthias=Act 1:26, 

Barnabas=Act 14:14, James=Gal 1:19) all had personal encounters with Him after His resurrection---

which means that Paul’s statement (here) about his appointment not being “from men nor through 

man” is not to single his apostleship out as unique but rather to establish it as legitimate (since this must 

be the case for all those serving in this office—appointment by Jesus either directly or indirectly which 

included confirmation through a personal encounter (consider: Act 1:21-22; 1Co 15:7—Paul then met 

these requirements as one “untimely born”—i.e. born late since his personal encounter happened after 

this—v8). 

Support for Paul possessing an “apostolic entourage”: (1:2) 



Included in the list of brothers who were with Paul was Barnabas (the apostle) who is not only 

mentioned in this letter (2:1, 13) but was also a part of entourage(along with the apostle Peter) on their 

way from Antioch to Jerusalem to make their vote heard in what would prove to be one of the greatest 

meeting of Jedi’s minds in what (I also believe) to be the historical setting and soap opera behind this 

entire letter (and which I now want to share with you under…) 

Why I imply Paul (as well as Barnabas) were being excluded from the doctrinal decisions being made by 

Jerusalem for the rest of the churches (and that is what I am implying in this first point): 

B/C doctrinal changes had been made for the churches by the other Apostles and church at Jerusalem 

which were now being implemented (changes which Paul could not abide with for two reasons): one b/c 

they were contrary to the gospel; and two, b/c they were made w/o Paul (or Barnabas’) input as 

apostles---a big no-no in light of the fact that the Bible teaches that the church does not have the right 

to make doctrinal decisions w/o the support of her entire leadership—and that most especially when 

that church is the Jerusalem church of the apostles—the church which determined doctrine for all the 

other churches (consider: this is why every time we see doctrinal or other types of decisions being made 

for the church there is unanimous support from her leadership—e.g. Act 6:2, 15:22)!  Since (then) Paul 

was an apostle—he was a part of the Jerusalem leadership and therefore needed to weigh in on the 

doctrinal decision and change which occurred—BUT HE WAS NOT---HE was (instead ignored and 

excluded).   And as soon as Paul finds out that there was both a change and his contribution (as an 

apostle) was not a part of that change---things HEAT UP!  Not just in the form of this LETTER to the 

Galatians—BUT (also) in a trip to JERUSALEM.  And that change as well as everything that I am referring 

to (right now) is all part of what will SET the stage for the REST for where we will be going in the 

remaining pieces of our BACK-STORY---which is why (then) THAT is where we are going to spend the 

remainder of our time today:  discovering this “soap opera behind the soap opera”-- or more immediate 

back-story of this particular letter/book to the Galatians—because until we do that—NOTHING else that 

could be said about its recipients or date or even the occasion itself (for writing) WILL SIZZLE the way it 

should (and will) once you understand (and can put together) what we are going to cover NOW. 

 And since I want to squeeze this under this first point dealing with the AUTHOR, what I choosing to call 

this is: 

The history of Paul from conversion to writing Galatians 

B1.1. Paul becomes a Christian and remains in Damascus for 3 years (Gal 1:17 w/Act 9:19) (33-36 AD). 



Jesus’ death, resurrection and ascension, Pentecost and expansion of the Jerusalem church = 30 AD 

Persecution and dispersion of Jerusalem church (due to Paul) = 31/32 AD  

B1.2. Paul goes to Jerusalem for 15 days (1st Visit) (Gal 1:18-19 w/ Act 9:26-29) (36 AD). 

B1.3.  Paul goes home to Tarsus for 10 years (Gal 1:21 w/Act 9:30) (36-46 AD). 

(ML) similar to Moses (Exo 2:11-14), Paul’s first attempt at being the leader God calls him to be it fails 

(due to the fact that it was not yet God’s timing).  As a result (again like Moses, Exo 2:15), Paul becomes 

disillusioned and removes himself from the public eye.  In his case, such removal means camping out at 

mom and dad’s house and building tents in dad’s tent factory for the next 10 years!   This should tell us 

something about God’s timetable when it comes to using us in ministry:  for Paul it took ten years before 

he was ever in any form of full-time ministry (and even then it wasn’t entirely full-time.  Paul functioned 

as a part-time tent maker late into his 2nd missionary journey—Act 18:1-5).  This should encourage us to 

be patient and to be faithful right where we are at (getting equipped through the study of Scripture and 

waiting on God’s timing)—no doubt this is what Paul was doing while (not in full-time ministry) and 

living in Tarsus (he was studying God’s Word). 

(And while Paul was doing that…several events take place in the world of Christianity.  And though Paul 

is not directly involved in any of them, they nonetheless are things which will affect him—especially as it 

relates to his future ministry and theology). 

B1.3.1. Gentiles in Caesarea are permitted into the Christian Faith (Act 10:1-48) (40 AD). 

This is a new and challenging to the theology for many (if not most) of the Jewish Christians back 

in Jerusalem.  They understood Jesus’ great commission as referring to Jews only (Mat 28:19, 

Act 1:8). 

(which is why…) 

B1.3.2. Peter’s return to Jerusalem requires defending his actions of offering the gospel to 

Gentiles (Act 11:1-18) (40AD). 

Two things to notice (here): 

1) The issue involves not only going to “uncircumcised men” (i.e. Gentiles) but (also) eating 

with them (v3).    



This is incredibly important since it is the same issue which is creating controversy in Antioch—

and (once again) Peter is at the center of it (this time however he is on the other side) (Gal 2:11-

12—“circumcision part” = Jewish Christians who believe that Gentile Christians must be 

circumcised and follow all the other clean laws (Sabbaths, sacrifices, kosher foods) in order to be 

“clean” or in a right or justified state w/God. 

2) Though the Jewish Christians are satisfied with Peter’s explanation, notice it does not come 

w/ any theological explanation as to why the offer of the gospel was a part of God’s plan (such 

explanation does not come until Jerusalem Council, Act 15:14-15).  As a result of basing his 

argument only on supernatural experience, Peter’s testimony (and subsequent persuasion of 

the Jewish Christians at Jerusalem) will prove to weak and eventually opposed.  This BTW is 

always the case when our arguments are based on nothing more than experience (they prove to 

be weak and eventually are opposed).  The only thing that will ever make a lasting difference in 

the lives of others in when you change their thinking (not through testimony of supernatural 

experience) but rather through the rock solid theology of God’s Word (Jer 23:28-29)  

This (then) is where Peter failed (he didn’t process his experience through the grid of 

good/sound theology so that he could make the necessary connections vital to truly convincing 

others that his actions were congruent with God’s gospel and redemptive purposes).   

However, before any change occurs on the matter, other Gentiles are also offered the gospel, 

and a predominately Gentile church is started in Antioch (250 miles to the NE of Jerusalem).  

 B1.3.3. Gentile church started in Antioch (Act 11:19-24) (43 AD). 

Barnabas as an apostle (Act 14:14) is also (then) an elder in the Jerusalem and therefore 

qualified to take the helm of this new church plant.  Consider the paradigm (and authoritative, 

biblical principle) established by these verses: churches start churches, not people!  There were 

people believing in Antioch but they were not recognized (as a church) until the existing church 

(Jerusalem) sent a qualified man to function as pastor (which is also something established by 

these verses—no church w/o a biblically qualified elder -1Ti 3:1-7; Tit 1:5-9).  Notice also (in 

support of what was just said) the term “church” is not used until after Barnabas arrives (v26).  

Before this they were just a group of people professing to believe in Christ. 



Also worth noting (though not related to our current study):  It took over ten years before those 

dispersed in the persecution of the Jerusalem actually produced disciples and a church was 

planted (from Acts 8 to Acts 11 = 10 yrs versus what we tend to think which is that it was 

something that happened almost immediately after they were in the area).  Like the situation w/ 

Paul, this should tell us something about God’s timetable in making disciples and planting 

churches: it’s different and much slower than ours.  Normal growth for the kingdom is slow and 

almost unrecognizable though at the end the end of history it will prove to be enormous—Mat 

13:31-32).  This should give us greater patience with our own endeavors (as well as make us 

suspect of ministries which are always claiming quick results and fast growth).  This (again) is 

NOT the biblical norm. 

*The key thing not to miss (the piece most relevant to our understanding of Paul and the 

Galatian soap opera):  Gentiles (w/o the requirement of circumcision or observance of any of 

the other clean laws) are being recognized as part of the church and Christians (i.e. God’s NC 

people). 

(which brings us back to Paul…) 

B1.4.  Paul is successfully recruited by Barnabas to help in the pastoral work at Antioch (Act 11:25-26) 

(46-47 AD). 

What this immediately tells us is that Paul (through the words of Barnabas) had also been persuaded of 

two things: 

1) That Gentiles were a part of God’s redemptive plan and church (and therefore needed to be 

evangelized). 

2) That circumcision (or the other clean laws) were not necessary for entering into God’s New Covenant 

community (and therefore saving relationship w/Him).  Only faith in Christ was required to be “clean” 

before God. 

  

 

 



Paul had been persuaded of such things but did not fully own (as of yet).  Which is why (when) challenge 

came, he had doubts.  This however did not cause him to vacillate (or change his view) because it—

unlike Peter’s-- was rooted in good theology.  He nonetheless (though) still possessed doubts (due to the 

most recent challenge) and therefore wanted to “vet his thinking” the “big wigs” in Jerusalem.  And all 

of what was just said is revealed by considering the next major event in Paul’s journey…(STOP and cover 

NEXT WEEK). 


